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Weiterführende Quellen

Abb. 1 Intersection of the mural walls at Wat Phra Kaew.

Abb. 2 Close up of one of the scenes showing troops on the way to battle.

— TEIL 1: RECHERCHE

comics might be the best examples of joining text
and image. Stories keep us connected. They help us

INTRODUCTION

share and transfer knowledge, ideas and experien-

So many words, yet I can never think of the right

ces. They can revive memories and evoke emotions.

ones to articulate my thoughts. Constantly swit-

Sometimes they’re entertaining, other times their

ching them out, finding synonyms, depending on

relatability makes us feel less alienated.

the settings I am in, or the person I am trying to

Since about the end of my third semester, I’ve been

reach. So many languages, yet one doesn’t seem

exploring different ways of storytelling. I wanted to

enough to express my mood, my emotions or in-

try out a variety of styles of animation and to do so,

tentions. To me, words are restraining. In my head,

I taught myself how to use programs like Adobe Af-

everything is just pictures, clearer than any word

ter Effects and Blender. After a while I figured, what

ever spoken. I never viewed drawing as a tool, I just

I enjoyed most about it was not actually creating

thought I stuck to it because I am fairly decent at it.

moving images, but to draft stories and characters.

With time I learned that I actually feel most power-

I’m also working on a late 2013 MacBook, try run-

ful communicating and expressing myself through

ning those types of programs on this device without

it. To me, the visualization of thoughts is a domi-

developing serious anger issues.

nant coping mechanism. This project is about exploring how words become pictures and how I can

Setting that aside, I’ve decided to pick up on a

use my drawing abilities as a tool to help others the

deep-rooted fascination of mine, which are Bud-

way it helps me. In these next pages I will explain

dhist murals in Thai temples. They usually display

how I took a step into normalizing conversations

a blend of mythical and realistic events. The one I’ve

about death and grief and how I translated those

always found most enchanting was the mural at Wat

personal stories into illustrations.

Phra Kaew 1, depicting the entirety of 178 scenes of the

RESEARCH

Tradition, 1982) During my research I stumbled on

Pictures and words might be the oldest forms of sto-

a series of issues that just didn’t sit right with me.

rytelling and communication between human beings.

For example, the lack of transparency when trying

Even the earliest cave paintings discovered, tell a se-

to figure out who the artists were, followed by how

ries of events, depicting rituals performed and hun-

one version 3 was painted during the reign of King

ting practices. Storytellers became important figures

Rama I, who actually supervised and rewrote parts

in communities. It’s their ability to preserve emotions,

of todays well-known edition. I’m not implying that

to tell stories effectively and memorably as people

he was a terrible ruler, I just think it’s important to

needed a way to remember passing events. It’s how

keep in mind, when we talk about how the murals

the history we know of today was created and deve-

are obviously in a religious setting, trying to teach

loped. The voice of narration will always have a way,

people about morals, faith, honesty and devotion.

place and purpose. (cf. Storytelling, 2020) A funda-

It left me questioning whether these murals are so-

mental understanding of both pictures and words, has

lely there to demonstrate the history and birth of

been hardwired into our humanity. Combining both

a religion or if they might serve another purpose

can result in greater effectiveness in how we perceive,

(possibly benefitting the monarchy) as well. Either

absorb and remember new things. (cf. Half the Story:

way, it helped me establish a clearer vision of what

Text and Illustrations in Picture Books, 2004) I’m al-

I wanted to do and what I certainly wanted to avoid.

most certain most of us still remember their favor-

I want to adopt the way it’s assembled, almost like

ite book as a child or even how little illustrations

hidden object paintings. It encourages the viewer to

helped us learn the alphabet. Children’s books and

get closer to it, to actually get an understanding of
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Ramakien 2. (cf. The Rama Story in the Thai Cultural

Abb. 3 Live drawing by Kim Jung Gi, project with @Xfinity.

Abb. 4 Artwork by Katsuya Terada done at the Japanese American National Museum.

what is going on and to see the details that make

also very mindful about having a consistent balance

the whole so mesmerizing.

throughout the illustrations. I’m trying to not over
or under accentuate anything, so nothing sticks out

ILLUSTRATION AS A TOOL

in a way for it to drastically draw attention from

Up until this point I never really had to think ab-

another story or part of the image. I’m aware that

out why drawing is so meaningful to me. I never

depending on who the observer is, that will happen

needed an explanation for it, but it seems others

automatically, because our eyes are usually drawn

do - so here goes: I draw because it’s an absolute

to the things that are familiar to us. However I’m

delight. It’s fun and entertaining and I love getting

trying to not have the way it’s sketched out be the

absorbed by it. It lets me escape from wherever I am

reason for that, which is also why I decided not to

and it gives me infinite freedom to create whatever

color in any of the illustrations because that can

I want. It’s pure joy.

be an additional factor for that distraction. I didn’t

But also: I draw because it’s calming. It’s somet-

want white to be the default background color

hing I was always able to use to my advantage. It

though, so I purchased some nice sand/cachou co-

helps me process life, by taking what is only in my

lored paper instead. I’m working on pieced together

head, out of it and placing it right in front of me.

sheets of A2 paper on which I use pencil to sketch

Every urge, thought or emotion bundled up inside

out everything at first. This way I can easily make

of me can finally be released and spread out onto a

changes throughout the process and even add more

canvas. It provides a sort of distance and creates a

canvas space when needed. The final lines are then

space in between. A space that can be used for re-

done with black ink after I get the approval by the

organization and progression. It’s also what comes

person the illustrated part belongs to.

easiest to me when I’m stressed and forget how to

For this project specifically, I studied the composi-

be rational. We all have those things we do when

tions of the sketch artist Kim Jung Gi, who’s abili-

we’re overwhelmed. Soothing practices that need

ty to draw detailed scenes from imagination is just

no major effort to make sense, like listening to a

out of this world. The stunning work by the charac-

favorite sound, or maybe crafting, cooking or clea-

ter designer Katsuya Terada, the elegant yet preci-

ning. I see it as a change of scenery, something we

se lines by Miss Jisu, the beautiful use of contrast

can occupy our minds and bodies with to slow down

by Qiqi Lin and the urban sketches by Dongho Kim

overloading thoughts.

whose observing abilities are just chef ‘s kiss.

The illustrations also serve to give back the stories
I was allowed to hear and that maybe each person
will detect a new perspective or even a new sense

DEATH AND GRIEF

of beauty in their lived experiences. I asked each

There’s one thing we all have in common, yet many

person if they wanted me to just illustrate freely

people have learned to rather not talk about it. I’ve

or if they had special moments, they wanted me to

grown very fond of the fact that every living thing

capture. Some would send me photos of their loved

will come to its end. Nothing matters because one

ones as a reference or ask me to add drawings of

day we’ll just die, but everything matters just be-

certain things or animals they associated with the

cause of it. The fatality of life is what makes it va-

people they’ve lost. I was so happy to get those re-

luable, so let’s talk about mortality.

that I was going to visualize their thoughts. All of

It’s absurd to me how if we pay attention, we can

the stories are drawn on the same canvas hinting

notice death wherever we look. Yet it’s always

that we can seek collectiveness during grief. I’m

unexpected and so easy for us to pretend that it
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quests because they indicated interest in the fact

Abb. 5 Sketches of recently extinct animals I did during Open House 2021. (right: Bali Tiger, left: Baiji)

couldn’t possibly affect us anytime soon. In a way,

And sure, here we have cemeteries where we would

people are weirdly obsessed with it, but preferably

visit and maybe talk to passed ones, but what do

only as long as it is in numbers or crime documen-

dull gravestones do other than just remind us that

tation. This has now become exceedingly noticea-

the people we love are in fact, dead.

ble again, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Capita-

Grief is a full body, full being experience. It can affect

lism and it’s promoted individualism have shifted the

us mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually. It

perception of the human person. People are dehuma-

is also shaped by different parts of our identity like

nized if they do not or cannot participate in the global

race, place, gender-identity, location, culture, back-

marketplace as their death has no immediate econo-

ground, class, income and so on. (cf. Forneret, Alica,

mic significance. Because of that, to many the greater

Should we be afraid of death?, 2021)

good becomes meaningless, if it takes away personal

Death is a universal experience and I believe when

advantage and convenience. (cf. Death in Contempo-

we’re ready, we can learn so much from each other.

rary Western Culture, 2007, p.333-338) If they’re not

We shouldn’t have to feel isolated or lonely when

affected personally, that loss is nothing but another

we’re confronted with mortality, instead we should

number added to the statistic. The western socie-

channel these emotions, expand them and allow

ty is so disconnected from death and pushes us to

them to be significant. Community and solidarity

hide grief which only brings more struggles with

are our primal needs especially in times of grief. It‘s

it. I’ve witnessed people feel embarrassed to admit

something we can observe in many funerary cus-

that they fear death, or others who were ashamed or

toms and practices around the world.

felt disrespectful for grieving someone they’ve only

This is not about finding out what happens when

known distantly or hardly at all. I’m tired of seeing

we die or to give life or death some sort of new mea-

these thoughts and emotions get diminished so ea-

ning. It’s about acknowledging what awaits us all

sily as if death was this unnatural thing no one has

and why we should come together and look out for

ever heard of. Here, grief is painted as this negative

one another.

thing that we must overcome and stop dwelling in
as soon as possible and we forget that it is truly just

«Accepting death doesn‘t mean you won‘t be devas-

based on love. It’s love most of us are no longer able

tated when someone you love dies. It means you will

to give or receive.

be able to focus on your grief, unburdened by bigger

In Thailand it’s very common to casually mention

existential questions like, „Why do people die?“ and

someone we lost whenever we eat their favorite

„Why is this happening to me?“ Death isn‘t happening

foods or walk past a place that they liked to vi-

to you. Death is happening to us all.» (Smoke Gets In

sit. We are then extra appreciative of those things

Your Eyes: And Other Lessons From The Crematory,

because it reminds us of their love. It’s normal to

2015, p. 232)

so we can remember and talk about them together.

On the same canvas the topic of the ongoing mass

We also have little altars in our home, with pictu-

extinction of different species is also displayed.

res of our late relatives and we always greet them

I chose to add it as a filler between the different

and let them know we’re back whenever we visit. My

stories to make the created environment more con-

grandmothers‘ favorite flowers still bloom in our

densed. It was a personal choice because not only

garden, so we would occasionally pick some and put

does it fit the theme; it is also certainly something

them in front of her picture because she loved the

I’m grieving regularly.

sweet scent of them. These are some of the things
we do that allow us to continue giving the love we
feel for them.
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openly admit that we miss them in those moments,

Abb. 6 The paper and ink pens used for the illustrations.

— TEIL 2: PROZESSREFLEXION

memories get recalled and one would smile and re-

APPROACH AND WORKING METHOD

Julianne was the first person I met up with and also

Everyone I explained my project to and asked to

the person who helped guide me throughout the

participate instantly showed some form of interest.

practical part of this project. Our friendship con-

I’m not sure whether that was because of the topic

sists of a lot of trust and the capability to talk ab-

itself, the fact that I was illustrating everything or

out absolutely anything without the feeling of inse-

just pure politeness. Most of them agreed to parti-

curity or oversharing. This took away a big part of

cipate right away, others thought of other people I

the anxiety I felt when thinking about having these

could ask and a few sadly, but understandably, de-

conversations as it provided me with the opportu-

clined.

nity to safely estimate what I myself am comfort-

All the stories shared so far, belong to friends of

able with and how I can stay content and coordi-

mine. This wasn’t my initial plan but during the

nate myself in further exchanges. My priority was

process I realized how very time and energy consu-

to make sure that everyone was comfortable with

ming this project is. The conversations weren’t just

the situation at all times. I would never push them

words I had to process in my head and then trans-

to share or elaborate on anything they didn’t want

late into visual counterparts. Each individual story

to and leave time for breaks and to collect one‘s

required different types of sensitivity and unders-

thoughts whenever I felt like the person was fee-

tanding, they came with different emotions and

ling a bit overwhelmed. I’d also let them know from

new perspectives which I carried with me throug-

the get-go that I was appreciative of anything they

hout the project.

felt like sharing, that nothing was too much or too

In hindsight I’m relieved that in this timespan

little.

I only did this with people I know, it granted me

Almost every conversation started off a bit bumpy

with the ability to put in the proper amount of ef-

as we’re not used to diving right into sensitive to-

fort and attention they and their stories deserve. I

pics like this. Oftentimes it helped when we would

mean, it would’ve been interesting to compare the

chat about what motivated myself to do this or

way I experienced these encounters with friends, in

what I’ve learned during the process so far. Most of

contrast to strangers and I guess I could’ve pushed

us are taught to keep such affairs to ourselves, so

myself through a couple more conversations; but

the words don’t quite roll off our tongues naturally.

that would have just resulted in unnecessary rus-

A few would even go as far as to apologize for not

hing, lack of care and respect. Even though the ent-

having some deeply tragic story to tell and essenti-

ire process was at times very exhausting it was ove-

ally, I would gladly remind them that my project is

rall a beautiful experience. Inviting people to share

not about finding the greatest story, but genuinely

their personal stories about death and loss also me-

just to normalize talking about this subject and our

ans I ask them to trust and be vulnerable around

individual relationships to it. My friends were gra-

me. I never sketched during the sessions but would

teful to be a part of this project, and I was told that

sometimes write down a few notes after. Most of

they felt heard and respected. They appreciated the

the time I tried to just sit quietly and listen, but to

way I managed to listen to them without interrup-

be present and show that I was hearing their every

ting or disconnecting while maintaining a calm and

word. Other times I shared my own experiences to

relaxed energy throughout. It helped them feel se-

indicate that I was in fact understanding what they

cure when I explained the process as divided steps

were feeling. There were even times when we would

and ensured them that they were not committed to

shed a tear or two or when I got to witness and be

all of them if they agreed to one. No stories or per-

a part of those incredibly special moments when

sonal information would be used or shared without
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member just how precious they are.

their consent and they could change their mind

BEFORE I REST

about that at any time. All these factors definite-

I encourage everyone to talk about death, grief and

ly played a big part in creating a comfortable and

loss, even if it is challenging at first. Find someone

trusting environment. Everyone who participated

you feel safe and comfortable with, someone who

expressed that they too felt it was important to talk

respects your boundaries. You’ll be surprised about

and discuss such matters. Even the ones who en-

how much your own mortality can teach you, espe-

ded up declining were excited to hear about my ap-

cially once you get accustomed to it.

proach to break these social norms, they were just
not quite ready yet

WHY AM I NOT SHOWING ANY ILLUSTRATIONS
AND WHY DON’T I WRITE ABOUT THE INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS?
There are many reasons why I won’t add any pictures of the illustrations into this document. It’s
also a conscious decision not to elaborate and write
about any of the conversations I had. An obvious
reason is that I am still currently working on those
illustrations while I’m in constant exchange with
the owners of them. I’m continuously making sure
that everything I draw meets their expectations,
and that nothing gets perpetuated without their
full agreement. Another important reason is that
even though I am the one drawing, these illustrations don’t belong to me. They’re merely translations
of stories that are not mine to share and It’s my
responsibility to make sure that the owners stay in
full control over where and how these illustrations
are shown. So far, it’s decided that there will be no
written texts available to describe or explain any of
the scenes depicted. The entire illustration is also
done without the addition of any words. Everything
drawn even if approved by the narrators, is still influenced by my interpretation of it and that should
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remain clear.

Abb. 7 Assortment of archival ink.
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Abb. 6: Lehmann Serena, 2021
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1

Titelbild: Lehmann Serena, 2021

Known in English as the Temple of the Emerald

Buddha. It is located in Bangkok and porbably one
of the most sacred Buddhist Temples in Thailand.

Abb. 1: Amporn Konglapumnuay
2

Abb. 2: Anandajoti Bhikkhu

The Ramakien is one of Thailand‘s national

epics. It‘s based on the Sanskrit epic Ramayana
which narrates the life of the legendary prince

Abb. 3: Studio Ken , 2019

Rama.

Abb. 4: Katsuya Terada, 2016

3

destruction of Ayutthaya. Three currently exist
Abb. 5: Lehmann Serena , 2021

today.
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Many versions of the epic were lost during the
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